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Physics Motivation
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The latest extraction of polarized parton distributions (DSSV):
D. de Florian, R. Sassot, M. Stratmann, W. Vogelsang,
Phys. Rev. D 80, 034030 (2009)

•Spin dependent quark distribution functions by 
the QCD analysis of (SI)DIS data

:well known
:only known with large 
uncertainties
= 0.366 ± 0.017
for Q2 = 10 and 0.001 ≦ x ≦ 1

•Spin dependent gluon distribution function by 
the QCD analysis of (SI)DIS data

= 0.013 ± 0.182
for Q2 = 10 and 0.001 ≦ x ≦ 1
(possible large contributions at 
small x)
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Parity Violating W Production
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•W boson production in p + p collisions
➡Parity violation of the weak interaction and 
u- & d-quark polarizations in proton
‣control over helicity states of colliding 
partons

➡Large scale (~ mW) and independent of 
knowledge of fragmentation
‣clean interpretation of the results in hard 
scattering QCD framework

•Asymmetry measurement of W boson production 
is ideal method

➡Forward/backward muons
‣flavor separation

➡High luminosity and longitudinally polarized 
p + p collisions at 500 GeV
(Experimental goal to achieve:
integrated ℒ = 300 pb-1, polarization = 60%)
➡Experimental issues of W → lepton
‣need good control of backgrounds at high PT

-incorrectly reconstructed high PT, cosmic 
rays, beam background
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PHENIX Detector
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e+/-

µ+/-

Philosophy (initial design):
•High rate capability & granularity
•Good mass resolution & particle ID

-Sacrifice acceptance
Central Arms:
•hadrons, photons, electrons
•|η| < 0.35
•∆φ = π (2 arms x π/2)
‣Drift Chamber, Pad Chamber
‣PbGl, PbSc
‣RICH, Aerogel, TOF E&W
‣VTX

Global Detectors:
‣Beam-Beam Counter (BBC)
‣Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC)
‣Muon Piston Calorimeter (MPC)

Muon Arms:
•muons
•1.2 < |η| < 2.2
•∆φ = 2π
‣Muon Tracker
‣Muon Identifier
‣Resistive Plate Chamber
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First Look at W Measurement
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Figure 4: The Rapidity and transverse momentum dependence of the W
decay muons from RHICBOS simulations is shown. The top left plot shows
the distribution for negative decay muons the bottom right plot displays
the distributions for positive decay muon. The projections of the transverse
momenta in the central (⌘ < 0.35, dashed lines) and forward ( 1.2 < ⌘ < 2.4,
full lines ) rapidities is displayed in the top right plot for positive (blue)
and negative (red) W decay muons, where the forward decay distributions
have been scaled by a factor 10 for better visibility. The bottom left plot
displays the general rapidity distributions for positive and negative decay
muons above 20 GeV (dotted) or all trasnverse momentum ranges (full lines).
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PT distribution

W+ ➔ 𝜇+ at central arm

W- ➔ 𝜇- at central arm

RHICBOS simulation
•Dashed lines for central arm

-Clear Jacobian peaks
•Full lines for muon arm
  (x 10 for better visibility)

-No Jacobian peak for W-
-Small bump for W+



Expectation for W Measurement
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AL for inclusive high pT leptons
for ∫Ldt=300pb-1, P=0.55

Figure 20: Expectations for the uncertainties in the parity violating inclusive single spin
lepton asymmetry Aµ,e

L from W-production. The left side shows projections for the muon
channel and the right side shows projections for the electron channel for

R
Ldt = 300 pb�1

and P = 0.55. For the muon channel as signal to background of S/B = 3/1 was assumed.
The projections shown for muons are based on detailed simulations including full detector
response and inclusion of all backgrounds. The projections shown for electrons are based
on the published PHENIX result from run 2009.

5.1.6 d/u ratio from W-production in PHENIX

The ratio R = sW+/sW� of cross sections for W� and W+ production in p+p collisions
at RHIC provides a new way to measure the asymmetry d/u of the quark sea in the
nucleon. Previous measurements through the Gottfried sum rule in DIS and Drell-Yan
production in p+p scattering have relied on combining data from proton and deuteron
targets assuming charge symmetry, up(x) = dn(x), dp(x) = un(x), up(x) = dn(x) and
dp(x) = un(x), and assuming that nuclear effects are negligible. In W production d/u
can be obtained from the proton data alone, independent of assumptions about charge
symmetry. Figure 21 compares calculations for the W cross section ratio R for four dif-
ferent sets of parton distribution functions with errors projected for the integrated run 12
+ run 13 luminosity of 300 pb�1. The PDF set MRS-SO assumes a symmetric quark sea,
d(x) = u(x), and can be well separated within the projected experimental uncertainties
from PDF sets that include the breaking of the quark sea. A detailed discussion of this
measurement can be found in [37].

35

We want to collect statistics over next few years of RHIC runs



W± → e± Analysis at Central Arms (RHIC Run-9 data)
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e

ν
Fully efficient at 12 GeV/c

•EMCal (ΔφxΔη ~ 0.01x0.01) 4x4 tower sum trigger
•±30 cm vertex cut

•Integrated luminosity (with vertex cut) = 8.6 pb-1

•Polarization is <P> = 0.39±0.04

•High energy EMCal clusters matched to charged track
•Timing cut to reduce cosmic ray background
•E/p cut
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EMCal trigger efficiency



Comparison to Measured Spectra
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Data and MC driven BG estimation:
EMCal cluster distribution after 
subtracting cosmic background
× (Conversion + Accidental)
× Tracking Acceptance

+ (NLO Hadrons thru GEANT + FONLL c/b)
× Normalization from fit to 10-20 GeV

•The same scale factor for PYTHIA 
was used for W/Z shape
•W- → e-  signal has fewer counts than 
W+ → e+ signal as expected
•Isolation cut (∑E < 2 GeV) applied

-more than 90% of signal is kept 
and factor ~ 5 reduction in jet 
dominated region
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from the calorimeter cluster energy. The charge sign is
determined from the bend angle, !, measured in the drift
chamber, and the nominal transverse beam position. The
angular resolution and stability of beam position were
monitored by frequent runs with no magnetic field. The
resolution "! was typically about 1.1 mr, to be compared
to a 2.3 mr bend angle for 40 GeV=c tracks. The variation
in the average transverse beam position measured by re-
construction of the primary vertex in these runs was within
!300 #m, and did not affect the charge determination.
The probability of charge misidentification at 40 GeV=c
was estimated to be less than 2%.

In addition to e! from W and Z decay, this sample of
events contains various backgrounds. The dominant back-
grounds were photon conversions before the drift chamber
and charged hadrons. These were estimated using the raw
calorimeter cluster distribution and the charged pion spec-
tra predicted by perturbative QCD convoluted with the
hadronic response of the calorimeter tuned to reproduce
test beam data. This calculated background was normal-
ized to the measured spectrum in the region 12< pT <
20 GeV=c and extrapolated to higher pT . Electrons from
heavy flavor decay were estimated from a fixed-order-next-
to-leading-logarithm calculation [17], which agrees well
with the prompt electron measurement at

!!!
s

p " 200 GeV
[18]. PYTHIA [19] was used to estimate the contributions of
electrons with pT > 30 GeV=c from sequential $ lepton
decays of W and Z bosons. These two components were
found to be negligible. The background bands in Fig. 1
include uncertainties in the photon conversion probability,
the background normalization, and the background ex-
trapolation to pT > 30 GeV=c.

The tracks within the nominal geometric acceptance of
the central spectrometer were reconstructed with #37%

efficiency defined by the overlap of live areas in the
tracking detectors, and fiducial areas on the calorimeters
and drift chambers. The efficiency for retaining electron
candidates after all cuts was 99%. The resulting recon-
struction efficiency was not pT dependent for pT >
30 GeV=c.
Figure 2 shows the background subtracted signal for

positive and negative charges compared to the next-to-
leading-order (NLO) [12,13] calculated spectrum, which
is normalized for the integrated luminosity, corrected for
the detector efficiency and acceptance, and smeared by the
energy resolution of the calorimeter. The cross sections
measured by counting events in the signal region (30<
pT < 50 GeV=c) are consistent with the NLO and next-to-
NLO (NNLO) [20] calculations shown in Table I. The
systematic uncertainties in the measurement include the
uncertainty in the background and a 15% normalization
uncertainty due to the luminosity (10%), multiple collision
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FIG. 2 (color online). Background subtracted spectra of posi-
tron (upper panel) and electron (lower panel) candidates before
the isolation cut compared to the spectrum of W and Z decays
from an NLO calculation [12,13]. The gray bands reflect the
uncertainty of the background.
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FIG. 1 (color online). The spectra of positron (upper panel)
and electron (lower panel) candidates before (solid histogram)
and after (dashed histogram) an isolation cut. The bands reflect
the uncertainty of the background.

TABLE I. Comparison of measured cross sections for elec-
trons and positrons with 30< pT < 50 GeV=c from W and Z
decays with NLO [12,13] and NNLO [20] calculations. The first
error is statistical, the second error is systematic from the
uncertainty in the background, and the third error is a normal-
ization uncertainty.

d"
dy $30< pe

T < 50 GeV=c%jy"0 [pb]

Lepton Data NLO NNLO

e& 50:2! 7:2&1:2
'3:6 ! 7:5 43.2 46.8

e' 9:7! 3:7&2:1
'2:5 ! 1:5 11.3 13.5

e& and e' 59:9! 8:1&3:1
'6:0 ! 9:0 54.5 60.3

PRL 106, 062001 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

11 FEBRUARY 2011

062001-4

PHENIX Collaboration: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 062001(2011)



RHIC Run-9 Result
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JHEP 12, 060(2010)

•First measurement of W± cross section in p + p collisions
-Good agreement between PHENIX and ATLAS data and NNLO pQCD calculations

•At 8.6 pb-1 with average polarization 0.39±0.04, we get

-Asymmetry is corrected  for dilution by QCD backgrounds

PHENIX Collaboration: Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 062001(2011)
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RHIC Run-11 Experimental Setup
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RPC-1

RPC-3 RPC-3

MuTRG MuTRG

Adding 35 cm SS310 (2*λI thickness) absorber:
reduce the lower momentum hadron punch 
through by a factor 5

MuID Trigger:
Selecting momentum above 
2 Gev/c

MuTRG (JSPS funded):
Fast selection of high 
momentum tracks

RPC (NSF funded, RPC-3 
installed at RHIC Run-11 & 
RPC-1 installed at Run-12):
Provide timing information and 
rough position information

VTX
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Hadron Absorber
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35 cm SS310 (2*λI thickness) absorber:
reduce the lower momentum hadron 
punch through by a factor 5



MuTRG
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MuTRG RackMuTRG ADTX
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Installed at 2009



RPC-3
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Installed:
November 2009
Integrated:
June 2010

North

South

Installed:
September 2010
Integrated:
December 2010
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RPC-1
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RPC1 installation (2011 shutdown)

RPC1 South Station RPC1 North Station

Francesca Giordano                                                                        

RPC1 installation in 
PHENIX IR Post-installation tests

RPC1 North Station
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RPC1 installation (2011 shutdown)

RPC1 South Station RPC1 North Station

Francesca Giordano                                                                        

RPC1 installation in 
PHENIX IR Post-installation tests

RPC1 North Station

20

Installed at 2011



W± → µ± Analysis at Muon Arms (RHIC Run-11)
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•Monte Carlo simulation
-no Jacobian peak
➡experimentally more difficult

•Experimental data
-Large improvement in raw muon 
candidates
➡2009:

        ~ 0.8 pb-1

➡2011:
        ~ 1.6 pb-1 with MuID trigger
➡2011:

        ~ 25 pb-1 with new muon
           trigger electronics
           (MuTRG) + RPC

DIS 20122012-03-27

additional 2.3 nuclear interaction lengths. The corresponding yields and ra-
tios between run9 and run11 are displayed in Fig. 76. A clear reduction in

Figure 76: In the left panels, the luminosity normalized muon cross sections
for the 1D triggers and basic cuts for the running periods in 2009 (orange,red)
and 2011 (purple,blue) for both charges and arms. For run 9, the scaled yields
of the octant in front of the lead absorber prototype which was installed in
the south arm only for one octant are also shown (yellow, green). In the
right panels the ratios of 2011 data over 2009 data are shown. The numbers
in these figures show the result of a constant fit between 10<p

T

<40GeV/c
for both arms and charges.

yields can be seen for the higher momenta, while at the lower momenta the
reduction is not as prominent as more shower particles are present after the
additional absorber.

9.2.3 North - South comparison

Using the same acceptance in both muon arms (1.2<|⌘|<2.2) it is possible to
compare the yields obtained in both arms with each other. The results after
all corrections are displayed in Fig. 77 for both charges and minimal and
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PHENIX Muon Arm Analysis
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14th March 2012 W→μν 10

(f)W→μ
topical group

Stolen from H. Oide

Main Selection Variables:
Track χ2

DG0
DDG0
DG4
DCA(z,r)
ΔΦ

1,2
 & ΔΦ

2,3

RpcDCA,time
multiplicity

Reconstruction I:
Track Selection Criteria

as the levels at a reconstructed transverse momentum of 10GeV/c and are
summarized in Table 2. Those cuts were then successively applied to all MC
and real data sets in the order shown. For simplicity the di↵erent cut crite-
ria will be abbreviated as #percentile #cut. For example 1 9 corresponds to
the 97% percentile with all cuts until the RPC DCA cut applied, and 3 11
corresponds to the 90% percentile and all cuts applied. Note, that the order
is essentially given by the several groups of cut. The first group corresponds
to the more traditional cuts with the addition of DG4 which are essentially
all track - road di↵erences as well as the �2 of all track related hits. The
next two are related to the vertex position while the next two are mostly mo-
mentum cuts in disguise. The last set of cuts are the RPC and multiplicity
related criteria.

Table 2: Optimal selection criteria for the 99.5, 97, 95, and 90% percentile
distributions evaluated for single muons at a reconstructed transverse mo-
mentum of 10GeV/c. Positively and negatively charged muons are similar
and therefore only positive charges are tabulated.

Arm Charge Variable 99.5% 97 % 95% 90 %
North arm pos chrg dg0 6 4.8 4.4 4
North arm pos chrg ddg0 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7
North arm pos chrg dg4 6 4.8 4.5 3.9
North arm pos chrg chi 12.98 7.92 6.38 4.4
North arm pos chrg dcar 3.85 2.75 2.2 1.65
North arm pos chrg dcaz 12.6 6.6 5.4 4.2
North arm pos chrg dphi12 0.018 0.012 0.0108 0.0084
North arm pos chrg dphi23 0.0132 0.0108 0.0096 0.0096
North arm pos chrg RpcDCA 11.5 9 8 7
North arm pos chrg mult 4 3 2 1
North arm pos chrg RpcTime 4 3 3 3
South arm pos chrg dg0 6.8 5 4.6 4.2
South arm pos chrg ddg0 1 0.8 0.8 0.7
South arm pos chrg dg4 6.9 5.1 4.8 4.2
South arm pos chrg chi 10.34 5.28 4.18 2.86
South arm pos chrg dcar 3.85 2.75 2.2 1.65
South arm pos chrg dcaz 9 6 4.8 4.2
South arm pos chrg dphi12 0.0144 0.0096 0.0084 0.0072
South arm pos chrg dphi23 0.0108 0.0084 0.0084 0.0072
South arm pos chrg RpcDCA 14 9.5 8.5 7
South arm pos chrg mult 4 3 2 1
South arm pos chrg RpcTime 4 4 3 3
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Figure 27: Comparison of the dimuon invariant mass spectrum for no cuts
(black histogram), 99% cut level (red), 97.5% (green), 95% (blue), and 90%
(purple).
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バックグラウンド
Muon Basic Cut
(1) MuIDの最終層にヒットを要求(lastGap = 4)
(2) MuID RoadとMuTr Trackのマッチング
(2-1) 距離 (DG0 < 20 cm)
(2-2) 角度 (DDG0 < 9)

(3) Track chi2 < 20

アブソーバー アブソーバー

Wのブーストおよび運動量分解能のため信号に明瞭なピークはない
ハドロンのMuTr内での崩壊によるkinkを伴うトラックが偶々直線的に配置され
fake high pT muonとなるイベントがdominant BG．
Tight cutではこれらを落とすことを目的とする．
→MuTr前後のアブソーバーにおけるmultiple scatteringを
利用して真のhigh pT trackが満たすべきカット条件をかける．

Reconstructed pT (GeV/c)

W→qq W→τ

Z/γ*

bb

onium
cc

W→µ

K±/π±

シミュレーションによるMuon Basic CutにおけるYield

Pythia TuneA
+single hadron

“Backgrounds”
(Left plot): single muon candidate yield at “basic cut” level

(Right top box): The definition of Muon Basic Cut (lastgap x DG0 x DDG0 x chi2)

(Right middle figure): to be used for explanation of offline cuts.

(Bottom descriptions)
- No clear peaks in pT because of W boost and momentum smearing.
- The dominant background is fake high pT muons which originated from decayed hadron whose kink track 
accidentally composes almost linear track.
- Applying more of tighter cuts to reject fake muons.
→By taking advantage of multiple scattering inside absorbers, apply cuts which true high pT track passes 
through.

We used
•Simulation of signal and background
•Crosscheck with real muons from cosmic and real data

J/𝛹 from data (5 GeV/c)

GEANT simulation



W± → µ± PT Spectra at Muon Arms
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+ MuID trigger data
+ New MuTRG + RPC data
Systematic error due trigger efficiency (10 % 
absolute variation)

others from GEANT
-Shape of simulation is well described of 
data



W± → µ± Single Spin Asymmetry at Muon Arms
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First measured single spin asymmetries 
at forward W± ➙ 𝜇±

Beam averaged experimental results

In order to reduce statistical & 
systematic errors, improve detector & 
trigger performances and plan to 
collect 500 GeV p + p collision data 
over 2016 at least

Different lines are expectation from 
RHICBOS calculation



Summary and Outlook
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•RHIC Run-9 with PHENIX Central Arms
-First W± cross section results at 500 GeV p + p collisions
-Results on single spin asymmetry of W±

•RHIC Run-11
-New muon trigger electronics (MuTRG) + RPC detector system 
delivered largely improved data
-First results at forward rapidity on
W± measured transverse momentum spectra
W± single spin asymmetry

-Central arm analysis is in progress

•RHIC Run-12
-PHENIX forward upgrade for W measurement is completed
-Integrated RPC detector into LL1 trigger and data taking ongoing
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Backup Slides
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Expected W± → e± Decay Signal
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•QCD provides the most obvious background (W. Vogelsang)
•Not shown here but very important

-Cosmics and photons (from meson decays and direct), which can have 
accidental matches to tracks or conversions

•c/b relatively small above 30 GeV, calculated at FONLL (Matteo Carciari)
•Z/γ* background is estimated from PYTHIA (~1 count is expected in RHIC Run-9)
•W→τ→e is also small

positive negative

RHICBOS: Nadolsky and Yuan, Nucl. Phys. B 666:31-55,2003
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Comparison to Measured Spectra
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Data and MC driven BG estimation:
EMCal cluster distribution after 
subtracting cosmic background
× (Conversion + Accidental)
× Tracking Acceptance

+ (NLO Hadrons thru GEANT + FONLL c/b)
× Normalization from fit to 10-20 GeV

•The same scale factor for PYTHIA was used for W/Z shape
•W- → e-  signal has fewer counts than W+ → e+ signal as expected
•Not shown here but very important
-Isolation cut (∑E < 2 GeV) applied
-90+% of signal is kept and factor ~ 5 reduction in jet dominated region
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PHENIX Muon Trigger Upgrade
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MuTRG
ADTX

MuTRG
MRG

Level 1
Trigger
Board

MuTr
FEE

Resistive Plate Counter
(RPC) (Φ segmented)

B

2 planes

5%

95%

Trigger

Trigger

Trigger

Interaction Region Rack Room

Optical

1.2Gbps

Amp/Discri.
Transmit

Data
Merge

MuTRG

RPC
FEE

RPC / MuTRG data are
also recorded on disk

Trigger events with straight track
(e.g. Dstrip <= 1)
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MuTRG Performance
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•Clustering : Inefficiency ~ 5%
•Need to understand North/South difference
•Need (LL1 efficiency) & (Track-by-track matching in emulator)
•Possible inefficiency due to fake track must be evaluated
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RPC-3 Performance
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beam backgrounds incoming 
with next beam bunch

Splash from around DX magnet

Collision related TDC peak

•RPC-3 TDC spectra identify background sources
➡Additional shielding is being installed during 
this shutdown

•RPC-3 efficiency can be improved by using 
correct gas mixture and redistributing gas lines
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W± → µ± PT Spectra at Muon Arms
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+ MuID trigger data
+ New MuTRG + RPC data
Systematic error due trigger efficiency (10 % 
absolute variation)

others from GEANT (more detailed)
-Shape of simulation is well described of 
data
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W± → µ± Single Spin Asymmetry at Muon Arms
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First measured single spin asymmetries 
at forward W± ➙ 𝜇±

Beam separated experimental results

Different lines are expectation from 
RHICBOS calculation


